Members Present: Jillian Ernest, Jesse Gaither, Carolyn Hickman-Williams, Paula Holt, Tim McCormick (Chair), Vicky Rabon, Rodney Sessions, Frankie Weeks and Sandy Williams

Members Absent: Jackie Andrews, Jody Davis, Poppy Hepp, Ronnie Jordan, Meg Hurt, Harriette Louis, Brian Rothenberger, and Regis Minerd

The Chair welcomed the SAC

Approval of Minutes
A motion to accept the May 1, 2012 minutes was made by Rodney Sessions and seconded by Frankie Weeks. Tim McCormick asked for acceptance- minutes were accepted as amended and approved by unanimous “aye.”

Old Business

Install Red Emergency Call Boxes in Hicks Dining Hall
It was recommended to install Emergency Call Boxes at each food station in Hicks Dining Hall. Tim McCormick contacted Greg Weisner and it is still under review.

Mammogram Van
Carolyn Hickman-Williams reported that HR is still looking into the possibility of the van coming to CCU. No word yet.

Fax Numbers in Directory
It was suggested that fax numbers be listed in the online directory. Jesse researched and found that this already exists under “Administrative Listings”. A new link has been added directly below the search box on the Complete Listing to make them easier to locate. Now the information is in multiple locations on the website.

New Sidewalk
A suggestion was made to add a sidewalk on the east side of the Atlantic Hall building. Sandy Williams researched what was needed and where. The next time the concrete contractor is on campus it will be priced out.

University President Safety
A suggestion was made about security safety regarding President DeCenzo and the board. Tim McCormick e-mailed Dr. DeCenzo who said “thanks for the concern” and “the idea is appreciated”. He also said that he and the board are discussing safety issues but they do not want to be self-serving.

Seating in Breezeway
A suggestion was made to add benches between Singleton and Prince. Sandy Williams researched this and four benches will be installed, closer to Singleton than Prince, due to pending construction. More benches may be added on the Prince side after construction.
NEW BUSINESS

Suggestion boxes

Transfer Student Socials
Paula Holt had one suggestion pertaining to Transfer Student activities and will pass that on to Whitney Comer.

E-Mails
Submitted online “Suggestion: Would it be possible to have the Scholars Academy buses line up in a different location in the afternoon? The current location blocks 1 of the 2 lanes passing through the parking lot. Cars go way too fast through the parking lot making it dangerous without the added obstacles. Trying to cross as a pedestrian tends to make you feel like you’re living a game of frogger. Maybe they could line up in the 1 way access road between the Welcome Center and the fountain.” Sandy Williams reported an IDC is looking at installing speed bumps which will slow down traffic through this area. The Scholars Academy will be building a new building in the Fall in the lot between Kingston Hall and Baxley Hall. Due to the new construction they are already looking at reworking traffic through that area. At the moment there is no place to move the buses; the road behind the Welcome Center is too narrow for the buses to maneuver.

Adjournment
The meeting adjourned at 10:44 pm

Next Meeting
The next SAC meeting will be held on Tuesday, June 12, 2012 at 10:30 am in Singleton 112.